We report the results of a 6-month microearthquake study of the Salton Sea Geothermal Field, California. This active geothermal field is also seismically active due to the flow of fluids through pre-existing fractures of rocks in the subsurface which can cause faults to slip. Locating these seismic events within the geothermal field enables researchers to determine whether the earthquakes are anthropogenic or tectonic from the nearby Brawley Seismic Zone. We analyzed November 2009 to April 2010 seismic waveform data retrieved from a network of continuously recording seismometers covering an area of 10 km 2 . 2,271 microearthquake hypocenters were processed out of 2,609 total recorded events and their locations suggest the majority could be at approximately the same depth as the fluid injection wells.
INTRODUCTION
The Salton Sea Geothermal Field is located in the Salton Trough near the border between the state of California and the country of Mexico. The field lies between the San Andreas Fault to the North and the East Pacific Rise spreading center to the South (Alles 2011 ). On a regional scale, the field is in a seismically active transition zone between strike slip movement to the North and a divergent boundary to the South. The Salton Trough is known as a graben structure where a block of Earth is bordered by two parallel normal faults that cause the center block to subside over time (Alles, 2011) . Typically, this causes a major depression at the Earth's surface. However, in the Salton Sea, the Colorado River deposited sediments over millions of years at a rate equal to the rate of subsidence which created a heterogeneous environment.
Microearthquakes are classified as events that register magnitude values of less than 2 on the Richter scale. Locating these earthquakes is an inverse problem; we have the arrival time data but must solve for the location and origin time of the event. We determine the arrival times by picking the point in time when the P (primary) wave arrives at each of the seismometers. A P wave is defined as a compressional wave that moves radially away from the seismic source and shakes the ground back and forth in the same direction. These waves travel faster than S waves (shear waves) through the Earth's interior and are the first motion detected by a seismometer. % 2009 /11/7,4:35:58 2009 /11/7,4:38:58 WIND EN % % % 2009 /11/7,4:50:4 2009 /11/7,4:53:4 WIND EN % % % 2009 /11/7,4:54:23 2009 /11/7,4:57:23 WIND EN % % % 2009 /11/7,4:57:8 2009 /11/7,5:0:8 WIND EN % % % 2009 /11/7,5:17:35 2009 The format of the download file is to specify a time range within a certain seismic network and gather data from all stations in the specified network. In this study, we download data from the EN network. To download the SAC data, copy the file download_newYYYYMM.txt into a parent directory pick_newYYYYMM and a sub-directory download_newYYYYMM. The user must run the STP program in Unix and use the command: INPUT download_newYYYYMM.txt inside the sub-directory download_newYYYYMM. All seismic waveform data will be stored in the sub-directory download_newYYYYMM. Individual event .sac files cover 3 minutes of time; 1 minute prior to the actual event origin time and 2 minutes after the event origin time for each of the 3 components for the 7 stations used in the study. This was done to view the seismic noise prior to the start of an event as a way to better view the onset of the P wave compared to the background noise. The low frequency of the noise compared to the high frequency of an earthquake is another way of correctly identifying the P pick. Also, the increase in amplitude of the earthquake over the low amplitude of the background noise is another way to identify the P pick. Execute script remove_characters inside of directory download_newYYYYMM. Then, copy the python script make_evt_dir2.py into the parent directory pick_newYYYYMM and execute the script. All of the files will be organized into individual directories with the format YYYYMMDDHHmmSS and will be referred to as "SAC directory names" in the parent directory pick_newYYYYMM.
Once the data is correctly organized for each month, the next task is to perform the P wave phase picking of individual seismic events. Input command "ssh -X claw" in Terminal before performing P picks so that graphics will appear on the user's home computer. Select a SAC directory name from the pick_newYYYYMM directory and copy the script run_picks into the command line (./run_picks "script") in the pick_newYYYYMM directory. Make sure the script arc_seconds is also in the pick_newYYYYMM directory.
Execute run_picks and a seismogram of an event will appear.
The objective is to select the exact time the P wave arrives to 3 digits of accuracy on the vertical component (EHZ) of the stations. To zoom in, select an area of the seismogram using the "x" key, to zoom out use the "o" key, to display the timestamp anywhere in the seismogram use the "l" key and to make a P pick use the keys "up" or "dp" to indicate first motion up or down. All P pick times will be saved in the file P_picks_new_nov09.txt for The second output of run_picks is the input phase file for Hypoinverse that is titled "salton_new_nov09.arc". This output is formatted using script arc_seconds , which The first column is the latitude of the grid point, the second column is the longitude, the third column is the depth, the fourth column is the velocity of the P wave in meters per second, the fifth column is the velocity of the S wave in meters per second and the sixth column is the density in kilograms per meters cubed.
Next, calculate an average velocity for the 1D homogeneous layered velocity model of the velocity of each grid point at each specified depth. Use the script calculate_average_velocity to organize the final output of the velocity model. The first line represents the title of the output file and the reducing velocity value in seconds per kilometer, and is approximately equal to the halfspace velocity of the model. Copy all location outputs into a file titled initial_nov09_locations to create an earthquake catalog. After creating a file of earthquake locations, plot these locations and the coordinates of the 7 seismic stations used on a map of the study area using Generic Mapping Tools. First sort events according to quality rating based on errors and goodnessof-fit discussed by Klein (2000) using script quality_rating. The letter "A" denotes the best quality location. Assign four different colors to represent each quality: A (purple), B (green), C (red) and D (blue).
• A. RMS < 0.15 sec and ERH <= 1.0 km and ERZ <= 2.0 km A few assumptions were also necessary to use the Hypoinverse program; the first issue is the scale of the study area. This study focuses on a small 10 km 2 area as opposed to the entire area of Southern California. Therefore, I expect my velocity model to have good resolution and return accurate locations because this model only covers and represents the study area. However, I am also using a homogeneous layered velocity model when the study area is a heterogeneous environment due to the deposition of different sediments over geologic time. I attempted to make my P arrival time picks with confidence but admit that some picks may not be accurate due to a low Signal-to-Noise Ratio waveform which made the event difficult to discern from the background noise.
Calculating hypocenter locations involves both measurement and modeling errors with respect to seismic arrival times, calculated travel times and the velocity model used (Husen and Hardebeck, 2010) . I use a homogeneous layered velocity model when the study area is a heterogeneous environment due to the deposition of different sediments over geologic time. I also only use P wave arrival times for this study, which improves the accuracy of event locations but lowers the precision of locations. Finally, I attempted to make my P arrival time picks with confidence but some picks may not be accurate due to a low Signal-to-Noise Ratio waveform, which made particular events difficult to discern from the background noise.
Overall, the shallow depths do suggest that the majority of these events are located at approximately the same depth as the fluid injection wells of the geothermal field (Templeton, 2012) . However, it is difficult correlate geothermal activity with causing microearthquakes because the companies do not release injecting and pumping data on similar time scales. Data from companies is on the order of months and would need to be daily or weekly to do a proper correlation between injection and seismicity rates. Therefore, the cause of microearthquakes in the Salton Sea Geothermal Field could be a combination of geothermal activity and natural tectonics from the Brawley Seismic Zone. 
